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PREFACE. 

PREVIOUS to the year 1 890 there were J~rg~ differen~es. in ~he }lour of m~asuring 
rainfall1 in the form of rain~ga~g~ and the .methods. of.regist!!ring t:ainfall in the 

different provinces_ of -India. The want of uniformity jn the me~~o.ds .of registering rain
fall was due to the fact that th~ c::s~ablishment of r~~n-gauge ~tations and the collection. 
~f ~data were commence~ manyyea~s-ago_ by t~e Revenuer deJ:lilrtments of the various 
Local Governments. Each Government _nat~:~rally establishec\ the . syste~· wl;lich was 
thought at the time b~st suite~ t~ loca~ condition$ afld req~irements. The disadva~
tages became more and more evident from y~r tq,year; and., a~ leng~h the Government 
of India in i 8go, after a careful consideration of the question, ordered. the following 
changes to be made in order to secure' the uniformity of system that appeared to be 
desirable :- · · 

' 

ut.-That a common hour for registration, 'D:"s. 8 A.M., and a common rainfall 
week ending on Saturday 8 A.M._, should be adopted throughout the 
whole of India. .; 

2nd.-That all rain-gauges should be systematically inspected, the services of 
the Meteorological Reporter to the Government of India being utilized 

. for supervision of the duty of inepection wherever 'this .is considered 
. desirable. 

yd.-That Symons' rain-gauges, tested by the Meteorological Department, should 
be the only description of gauge used •.. 

4th.-That monthly returns of rainfall be published. by each* Local Government, 
of which copies should be bound together and issued as annual volumes 
by the Imperial Meteorological Department. . 

sth.-That the Imperial Meteorological Department should adopt a fixed division. 
of the yf!ar· into four periods corresponding, with the periods of general 
rainfall for purposes of comparison. 

· 6/k.-That for the purpose of calculating 'the number ~f rainy days a fall of one. 
tenth of an inch and upwards should be taken to denote a 'rainy day. · 

jfbe whole of these changes came into effect from the 1st January 1891. 
. . . :. The prese'nt volume contains the ~onthly statements of rainfall published . by the 

various Local Governments for the year ·1891, and gives practically the whole of the 
availa~le tainfall data for that year of the Indian Empire. Symons' rain-gauges were in 
use at the' great majority of stations during the whole of the ye~r, and the remaining 
stations were, with ··ery few exceptions, provided with Symons' rain-gauges (the receivers 
of which are 5 inche~ in diameter) during the year. The rainfall was measured through. 
out the year at all stations daily at 8 A.M., and the entries for each day in the tables give 

· the rainfall of the 24 hours preceding 8 A.M. of the date in question. 
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The tables are arranged according to provinces, and not according to months, that 
is, the \\·hole of the rainfall data of each province is given together, and the provinces are 
arranged so far as possible in ~he order adopted in the Daily Weather• Report ~nd other 
publications of the department. · 

The tables are drawn up in a form that, it is hoped, will explain themselves. It 
should be carefully noted that, although the rainfaii is measured to hundredths of an inch, 
a rainy day is assumed to be that on \\·hich a tenth of an inch or upwards has faiien, and . 
the figures in the column" Total number of rainy days," and "Normal total nu111ber of 
rainy days" are calculated on this supposition. 

It may be noted that in connection with these changes the whole of the available 
nlinfall data of the Empire \\'as collected and tabulated in the India Meteorological 
Office, and the average monthly rainfaii and number of rainy days in each month were 
calculated for atl stations for which at least five years' rainfall data were available. 
In the great majority of cases the rainfall data extend back to twenty or thirty years. 
The averages obtained in this way are utilized for the columns of normal data and for 
the comparisons of normals with actuals in the tables. . · 

JOHN ELIOT, 
llfeleoroto~ical J?eporle' 

to the Government of India. 


